Abstract-Transmission of video over wireless and mobile networks requires a scalable solution that is capable of adapting to the varying channel conditions in real-time (bit-rate scalability). Furthermore, video content needs to be coded in a scalable fashion to match the capabilities of a variety of devices (complexity scalability). These two properties-bit rate and complexity scalability-provide the flexibility that is necessary to satisfy the "Anywhere, Anytime, and Anyone" network paradigm of wireless systems. Meanwhile, MPEG-4 fine-granular-scalability (FGS) has been introduced as a flexible low-complexity solution for video streaming over heterogeneous networks (e.g., the Internet and wireless networks). FGS is also highly resilient to packet losses. However, the flexibility and packet-loss resilience associated with the FGS framework come at the expense of decreased coding efficiency compared with nonscalable coding. In this paper, a novel scalable video-coding framework and corresponding compression methods for wireless video streaming is introduced. Building on the FGS approach, the proposed framework, which we refer to as adaptive motion-compensation FGS (AMC-FGS), provides improved video quality of up to 2 dB. Furthermore, the new scalability structures provide the FGS framework with the flexibility to provide tradeoffs between resilience, higher coding efficiency and terminal complexity for more efficient wireless transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N EMERGING wireless communication applications, multimedia data will be streamed over various access networks (GPRS, UMTS, WLANs, etc.) to a multitude of devices (PCs, TVs, PDAs, cellular phones, etc.) having different resource capabilities (display size, processing power, hardware support, memory, etc.). Hence, the transmission of multimedia data over wireless channels will need to cope with unpredictable bandwidth variations due to heterogeneous access-technologies of the receivers (e.g., 3G, 802.11a, 802.11b, etc.) or due to dynamic changes in network conditions (e.g., due to interference, co-existence). Moreover, the same multimedia data can be accessed by a large number of users/clients at any time, and from anywhere. This networking access paradigm is often referred to as Universal Multimedia Access (UMA). In the UMA framework, multimedia data is streamed from the network depending on the following three parameters: user preferences, communication channel characteristics, and device capabilities.
Recently, several scalable coding methods have been successfully proposed for video transmission through heterogeneous networks (see for example [1] - [8] ). One of these techniques is the MPEG-4 fine-granular scalability (FGS) scheme [5] , [8] , that can adapt in real-time (i.e., at transmission time) to the bandwidth variations over heterogeneous networks and to the terminal capabilities, while using the same pre-encoded stream. Some key advantages of the MPEG-4 FGS framework are its packet-loss resilience and flexibility in supporting streaming applications [9] . Naturally, these properties come, in general, at the expense of video quality. In [8] , FGS performance was compared with that of nonscalable streams coded at discrete bit rates covering the same bandwidth range. The results obtained showed up to 2-3-dB reduction in video quality (when comparing FGS with nonscalable coding) for certain sequences that exhibit high temporal correlations among successive frames. This is mainly due to the lack of motion compensation in the FGS enhancement layer (EL). Hence, for sequences that have a high-degree of motion and large number of scene cuts (e.g., "MTV" like sequences or high-action scenes), FGS performance is comparable to the performance of nonscalable coding. Moreover, in [8] , FGS has also been compared to "traditional" SNR coding with multiple layers (without motion-compensation within the EL) [10] , as employed in MPEG-2 or MPEG-4, and the results indicated that FGS outperforms multilayer (discrete) SNR coding with several decibels over a wide range of bit rates due to its adaptive and effective bitplane coding technique and the lack of overhead associated with introducing a new EL.
Consequently, to adapt the FGS scheme that was originally designed for Internet video transmission to wireless UMA, both 1) the performance of the MPEG-4 FGS coding method needs to be improved to allow for more efficient transmission over bandwidth-limited wireless networks and 2) a framework needs to be developed that allows addressing the bandwidthand complexity-scalability requirements for UMA in a joint manner. In this paper, such an adaptive video-coding framework that addresses both the quality and scalability issues is presented. Building upon the FGS approach, the proposed framework provides improved coding efficiency of up to 2 dB. This improvement is based on incorporating some prediction within the original FGS structure in an adaptive manner. Our proposed solution is based on new FGS-based scalability struc-tures. These new structures provide the FGS framework with the flexibility to provide easy tradeoffs between higher coding efficiency, bandwidth scalability, and terminal complexity for more efficient wireless transmission.
Several mechanisms for improving "traditional" SNR scalability in predictive coding by exploiting EL information have already been proposed. For instance, in [2] , the current EL frame is predicted from the motion-compensated reconstruction of the previous EL frames. However, in this case, the EL does not exploit the current base-layer residual information. An improved technique is proposed in [11] that uses an estimation-theoretic framework to optimally compute the prediction for the current frame given the past EL reconstruction (like in [2] ) and the base-layer parameters and variables, including the base-layer reconstruction and quantization interval. By optimally selecting the prediction to be used for the current frame, the scalable coding performance can be improved up to several decibels [11] compared with the methods using predictions from only the base-layer [10] or the EL [2] . This method was also successfully employed in [11] for multilayer scalable coders and can be easily extended to FGS coding. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of this method resides in its complexity, since multiple motion-compensation loops are necessary for the EL coding.
Several alternative multiple-layer techniques have also been proposed to exploitfurthertemporal redundancies within the FGS framework [12] , [13] . One such technique is the progressive FGS (PFGS) methodintroducedin [12] .PFGSemploysadditional motion-compensation loop(s) for the and EL frames in order to improve the performance of the FGS framework. Our solution differs from PFGS in two ways. First, we present two simplified scalability structures that are suitable for low-complexity wireless devices, and second, we propose an adaptive framework that switches between the original FGS and the newly proposed structures based on the sequence characteristics, channel conditions and/or alloweddevicecomplexity.Althoughoneofourscalability structures can be considered as a simplified version of the PFGS method proposed in [12] , we believe that the combination of complexity-scalability/complexity-reduction with quality improvement, which characterizes our proposed solution, is more flexible for new and emerging wireless and mobile networks. Hence, the novelty of our solution resides in its adaptability to the sequence characteristics, channel conditions, and/or device complexity.
The scalability structures proposed here can considerably improve the performance of the FGS framework while preserving most of the flexibility and attractive characteristics typical to the "basic" FGS scheme. 1 We refer to our proposed scalability structures as motion-compensation FGS (MC-FGS) [14] , [15] . Moreover, our MC-FGS based structures can serve two classes of wireless receivers. One is tailored for relatively powerful devices (e.g., laptops) connected to wireless LANs. The second MC-FGS solution is for a lower complexity solution that is more suitable for "thin" devices. Each of these solutions has their own advantages and disadvantages as described below. For the remainder of this paper, we assume that our proposed adaptive solution can be supported by a) an FGS-based encoder, which has access to some information regarding the bandwidth variation and complexity of devices served by a particular wireless network (e.g., a wireless LAN), or b) a server residing at the interface between the wired and wireless segment of an end-to-end streaming service and which has access to a "basic" FGS stream. Consequently, our proposed solution could be realized by modifying a standard FGS stream at the "interface" server. This server can either real-time stream or store the modified (still scalable) stream locally for further viewing by the different devices that are capable of accessing the server over the wireless network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the MC-FGS scalability structures are described with the corresponding encoder algorithms and architectures. We also describe a high-level (heuristic) adaptive MC-FGS based algorithm that employs the MC-FGS scalability structures. In Section III, simulation results for the improvements in video quality obtained with the newly proposed algorithms are presented. In Section IV, we outline the conclusions and discuss the suitability of adaptive MC-FGS for wireless networks. Finally, in the Appendix, an analysis of the FGS coding penalty associated with the high flexibility in adapting to the bandwidth variations is provided. In particular, the Appendix shows resultsdemonstrating a clearrelationship between the temporal correlation in a sequence and the amount of penalty that standard FGS suffers in video quality.
II. MC-FGS STRUCTURE
In this section, two extensions to the "basic" FGS scheme are presented (see Fig. 1 ), both of which introduce MC within the FGS EL. Below, we describe these two approaches and highlight their advantages and drawbacks.
A. Two-Loop MC-FGS for Frames
Algorithmic Description: The proposed MC-FGS framework portrayed in Fig. 1(a) introduces a MC loop within the FGS EL to exploit the remaining temporal correlation within this layer. For simplicity and to limit the bit-rate overhead associated with a second MC loop, the MC loop within the FGS-layer re-uses the base-layer motion-vectors and prediction modes, while the resulting EL residual is compressed using the same embedded codec as in the "basic" FGS scheme. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , not all (only up to 2 ) FGS bitplanes are part of the EL MC-loop. The number of bitplanes, , included in the FGS MC-loop is chosen by trading off: 1) coding gain (i.e., a large value potentially leads to improved temporal decorrelation within the FGS-layer) 2) prediction drift 3 occurring within the FGS-layer at low bit rates, when fewer bitplanes than are transmitted/received, (i.e., a small value of limits prediction drift). Hence, to limit the drift incurred at low bit rates, preferably only a few FGS bitplanes are included in the EL MC-loop, e.g., 2-3 bitplanes. (For improved performance, a different value of can be chosen for each frame.) The MC prediction within the FGS-layer is restricted to frames because a relatively high coding gain is obtained while preserving many of the "basic" FGS structure benefits. For instance, under this framework, if a number of bitplanes lower than is transmitted for the and/or EL frames, the prediction drift is confined to the enhancement frames. Furthermore, this MC-FGS structure achieves a higher coding gain (see Section III) than the "basic" FGS scheme due to its superior temporal decorrelation for the enhancement frames. Since frames account for 66% of the total EL bit rate 4 in an IBBP GOP structure, the loss in quality associated with restricting the EL MC to the frames is limited for most sequences. Another reason why eliminating the MC between the enhancement frames has only a limited effect on coding efficiency resides in the less accurate MC prediction of the enhancement frames, which have a larger distance to their reference frames than the frames. Hence, we include in the two-loop MC-FGS only the enhancement frames.
From the resilience perspective, since the two-loop MC-FGS is restricted to the enhancement frames, packet-losses occurring in or EL frames will not propagate beyond the EL frames. Thus, subsequent EL frames within the GOP remain unaffected. Moreover, since the base-layer frames remains unaffected, the EL frames can be easily interpolated from the correctly received EL reference frames or can be entirely discarded. This represents one of the advantages of this simplified MC-FGS structure when compared with a more elaborate scheme such as the one proposed in [12] .
The number of frames between two frame in the described two-loop MC-FGS structure strongly influences both its coding (PSNR) performance and resilience. At low transmission bit rates, a large number of frames results in a decreased PSNR performance due to prediction drift and reduced resilience since multiple EL frames are affected and the concealment is not very effective since the used EL reference frames 2 R and R are the maximum and minimum bit rate available over the network at all times. 3 Prediction drift occurs within the FGS EL if K < M bitplanes are transmitted/received because the references used for MC prediction within the FGSlayer are different at the encoder and decoder. At the encoder prediction is based on M-bitplanes of the reference, while at the decoder it is based on only K-bitplanes. 4 In the "basic" FGS framework, a simple, yet efficient rate-control can be performed by allocating an equal number of bits to all EL frames (I=P=B), since there is no MC in this layer [7] . are at a larger distance from the current frames. At high transmission bit rates, a large number of frames results in increased performance since more frames take advantage of the EL prediction.
Complexity Discussion: The encoder block-diagram of the two-loop MC-FGS is depicted in Fig. 2 . From a complexity perspective, it is important to notice that the base-layer structure remains unchanged. For the and frames, there is no MC within the EL and hence, for these frames, the complexity is also the same as for the "basic" FGS framework. An additional EL MC loop is introduced for the frames, at both the encoder and decoder. For the EL frames, the signal coded in the FGS-layer of the th frame is where , as in the "basic" FGS; th frame MC-prediction based on the most significant bitplanes of the FGSlayer reference frame(s); MC-residual of the th frame; reconstructed MC residual of the th frame (after quantization and dequantization). The EL MC loop for the frames re-uses the base-layer motion vectors and prediction modes. Furthermore, the additional complexity associated with the MC within the EL is lower than for the base-layer decoding, since the motion vectors are already decoded by the base layer and the MC is reduced to fetching the reference data and adding the residual data.
The proposed two-loop MC-FGS is less complex than the PFGS-scheme in [12] , since in MC-FGS the MC is inserted within the EL only for the frames. Furthermore, if the decoder does not have enough processing power to decode the additional EL MC loop, with MC-FGS, the EL frames or even all of the frames can be discarded without affecting the succeeding frames. Hence, the proposed two-loop MC-FGS allows for graceful complexity scalability in addition to bit-rate scalability.
Summarizing, the two-loop MC-FGS characteristics are as follows.
Advantages:
• improved coding efficiency compared with the "basic" FGS scheme;
• unmodified base-layer structure and complexity;
• prediction drift occurring at low bit rates is confined to the EL frames;
• packet-losses within the EL do not propagate beyond the EL frames.
Disadvantages:
• the coding gain is limited since the base-layer remains unchanged independent of the transmission bit rate, and thus, MC-FGS does not take full advantage of the temporal correlation among successive frames; • higher complexity, since an additional MC-loop is added in the EL for the frames. However, this disadvantage is compensated for by providing a device the option of resorting to single-loop decoding when needed, as explained above.
B. Single-Loop MC-FGS
Algorithmic Description: In the single-loop MC-FGS depicted in Fig. 1(b) , both the base layer and EL are used for the base-layer prediction. Thus, unlike the two-loop MC-FGS, this new structure does modify the base-layer performance. While the base-layer coding process remains unaltered, the coding parameters (e.g., quantization-step) change due to the improved reference frames resulting from the introduction of EL data in the MC prediction loop. The fine-granular method employed by the "basic" FGS coding scheme is also used for coding the EL residual.
For the single-loop MC-FGS, we introduce the notion of an "extended base-layer" which includes integrated BL/EL data. Hence, if the transmission bandwidth drops below the rate necessary for transmitting this "extended" base-layer, the truncated "extended base-layer" data will suffer from drift until the next frame (in the case where MC-FGS is employed for all frames). Consequently, with the proposed approach, even though prediction drift occurs at low transmission bit rates, the fine-granular scalability property is still preserved, and a decodable stream can be generated at all bit rates between the base-layer bit rate and the maximum bit rate . Two implementations of the proposed single-loop MC-FGS method can be envisaged.
• MC-FGS is applied for all frames, thereby achieving improved temporal decorrelation for all frames, and hence, higher coding efficiency.
• MC-FGS is restricted to the frames, to ensure that even at low bit rates, the prediction drift does not propagate beyond subsequent base-layer frames. It is important to note that for the single-loop MC-FGS, there is significant coding gain that can be obtained by including all frames (i.e., not only the frames) in the EL MC, unlike the two-loop MC-FGS frames.
From a packet-loss resilience perspective, if the one loop MC-FGS is applied only on the frames, then losses occurring within an or EL frame are confined to the frames for which this frame is used as a reference. However, compared with the two-loop MC-FGS presented above, it is important to notice that in this case, the base-layer of the frame will also be affected. Alternatively, if all frames are included in the single-loop MC-FGS, a loss within an or EL frame will propagate to all BL and EL frames until the end of the GOP. This represents one of the drawbacks of the single-loop approach when compared with the two-loop framework described above.
Consequently, the GOP structure employed for coding the single-loop MC-FGS structures strongly influences both their coding performance and their resilience and resulting drift at low transmission bit rates. For the single-loop MC-FGS, the tradeoff is between
• a large GOP size, which leads to a good performance at high transmission bit rates since bit-rate costly frames are not frequently inserted; • a small GOP size, which leads to reduced drift effects that are accumulated at low transmission bit rates. The effect of the GOP sizes on the single-loop MC-FGS quality can be reduced if intra-coded macroblocks are regularly coded to limit the drift.
Complexity Discussion: The single-loop MC-FGS encoder is depicted in Fig. 3 for the case MC-prediction is limited to frames. An important advantage of the single-loop MC-FGS framework is its low implementation complexity: only a set of logical "and" operations are added to the "basic" FGS encoder and decoder. If the "extended" base-layer is used only for the prediction of frames, an additional frame memory is necessary for both the encoder and decoder, since the references for the and frames prediction are different.
Summarizing, the single-loop MC-FGS characteristics are: Advantages:
• high coding efficiency since the base-layer performance is modified to take advantage of the improved temporal decorrelation at transmission bit rates higher than the "extended" base-layer bit rate;
• low-complexity due to the single-loop structure.
Disadvantages:
• prediction drift can result at bit rates lower than the "extended base-layer" bit rate;
• packet losses occurring in the EL may affect the base-layer performance. As mentioned above, to limit prediction drift or packet-loss propagation, the single-loop MC-FGS can be restricted to frames at the expense of lower coding gain. Consequently, single-loop MC-FGS is especially suitable for efficient transmission through channels with few packet-losses and for applications requiring low-complexity decoders (or codecs in general).
Note also that since the introduction of the single-loop MC-FGS in [14] , several papers [16] - [17] have reported improvements by carefully controlling the amount of drift introduced at low bit rates.
C. Adaptive MC-FGS (AMC-FGS)
TheperformanceoftheMCstructuresdescribedintheprevious two sections depends on the sequence characteristics as well as the network characteristics or device capabilities. Hence, for optimal streaming performance over wireless networks, an adaptive streaming system that chooses the most suitable FGS structure based on the bandwidth variations or device capabilities should be employed. The adaptation could take place either at encoding time or at a proxy within the network (e.g., at the base-station). For instance, in the case of a live broadcast, the bandwidth range of the active receivers can be determined (e.g., based on RTP reports). The bit rate of the "extended" base-layer can then be set to be lower than that of most clients, while the base-layer bit rate can be set to equal the lowest receiver bit rate. If the content is coded off-line,theswitchbetweenthevariousstructurescantakeplaceat the proxy by transcoding between the various FGS formats. Alternatively, if multiple versions of the same content are coded using the various FGS structures, the stream that has the best performance for a particular network condition or device capability can be transmitted. Switching between the various streams can for instance be performed at an frame. Fig. 4 portrays a proposed decision mechanism for choosing between the various FGS structures. In the figure, is a measure of the temporal correlation among successive FGS frames 5 and is some (TCC) threshold. (See the Appendix for more details.) These parameters ( and ) are used to determine if the standard FGS structure is sufficient (from a quality perspective). If that is the case, then FGS is the clear choice due to its advantages (low complexity, high-scalability, and packet-loss resilience). Otherwise, one of the MC-FGS structures can be employed if there is a high-temporal correlation among successive frames.
The decision for using single-loop versus double-loop MC-FGS can be based on the bandwidth variation. In the figure we show a very simple example of making this decision by evaluating the difference between the minimum bit rate (for all the connections) and the base-layer bit rate (e.g., of an already coded FGS stream). If the difference in bit rate is higher than some threshold , then single-loop MC-FGS is a viable option. Otherwise, to improve quality for higher bit-rate receivers while avoiding the disadvantages of single-loop MC-FGS, double-loop MC-FGS should be considered. It is important to note that the proposed algorithm can be made adaptive per GOP (or frame or even macroblock). It should also be noted that for more complex receivers, two-loop MC-FGS could even be replaced with the PFGS structure proposed in [12] .
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the results for both proposed MC-FGS methods are given 6 forthethreeMPEG-4sequencesCoastguard, Foreman and Mobile at CIF-resolution, 10 Hz. As mentioned previously, the GOP structure employed for coding the three MC-FGS structures strongly influences their coding performance. In the results shown in this section, the same GOP structure with and has been used for all structures. The results have been generated for a base-layer bit rate equal to 100 kbits/s and equal to 1 Mbits/s. For the base-layer encoding, the TM5 rate control has been used, while the bit-rate allocation for the "basic" FGS scheme allocated a fixed number of bits to each EL frame. However, more sophisticated algorithms can be employed for the FGS EL. Note that the EL rate-control is especially important in optimizing the performance of the new MC-FGS structures. However, even very simple rate-control mechanisms can result in good rate-distortion performance. For example, in this section, a simple yet efficient approach is used, which allocates the total bit-budget of a GOP according to 7 To compare the performance gap between single-layer and FGS with that between single-layer and the new MC-FGS structures, the reader is referred to the Appendix, where such results are given for various sequences or to [8] . with , , being the number of , and frames, respectively, within a GOP and , , being the bit budgets for the various frame types with . As mentioned above, the overall quality can be varied by employing a different number of EL bitplanes within the MC loop. In Fig. 5(a) , the PSNR differences between the proposed two-loop MC-FGS and the "basic" FGS scheme are plotted. Similarly, Fig. 5(b) and (c) portray the PSNR difference between the single-loop MC-FGS structures for all frames and frames, respectively.
At bit rates higher than the "extended" base-layer rates, the results of the single-loop MC-FGS structure outperform that of the two-loop MC-FGS. This is mainly because in the single-loop MC-FGS, the reference frames are also improved and thus the base-layer frames take advantage of the improved temporal decorrelation. However, it is important to notice that at very low bit rates (up to 1.5 dependent on the sequence), single-loop MC-FGS for all frames results in relatively poor quality due to prediction drift. For single-loop MC-FGS restricted to frames, the drift is limited since in this case only the frames are affected. To limit the drift occurring at low bit rates, fewer bitplanes can be inserted in the MC loop. However, this comes at the expense of reduced coding efficiency for the higher bit rates.
Fromthepreviousplots,itcanbenoticedthatthePSNRgainobtained by the various MC-FGS methods depends on the sequence characteristics: forsequences with ahigh temporal correlation between frames (e.g., "Mobile") the gain is higher than for those with less temporal correlation (e.g., "Coastguard"). Fortunately, the sequences for which the proposed MC-FGS schemes have a high coding efficiency are precisely those sequences for which the "basic" FGS had a poor R-D performance (see the results in the Appendix). Consequently, the proposed MC-FGS structures reduce the FGS coding gain penalty compared to the nonscalable codecs to less than 1 dB for most sequences.
In the results portrayed in Fig. 5 , the number of bitplanes included in the MC-loop of the single-loop MC-FGS equals 2. To better understand the relationship between and the resulting prediction-drift at low bit rates versus the quality improvement at high bit rates, the PSNR results are given in Table I for the "Foreman" sequence at various bit rates. Note that at low bit rates, the "basic" FGS ( ) gives the best PSNR performance, while the single-loop MC-FGS exhibits drift that increases with . As the bit rate increases, the single-loop MC-FGS starts to outperform the "basic" FGS performance and thus a larger value of can be chosen. The results shown in Table I indicate that  indeed should be chosen to allow for the best overall performance across all transmission bit rates. To limit the drift of single-loop MC-FGS for all frames while preserving its gain at higher bit rates, a different number of EL bitplanes should be incorporated in the MC prediction loop of single-loop MC-FGS coding based on the temporal correlation within the sequence (see Section II). For sequences with a high temporal correlation, the single-loop MC-FGS scheme should used to exploit this redundancy, while for sequences with limited temporal correlation, the "basic" FGS scheme with no EL MC should be employed. This mechanism has been employed for the "Foreman" sequence that exhibits moderate temporal correlation in the beginning and high temporal correlation toward the end of the sequence. The results are portrayed in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that by switching between the single-loop MC-FGS scheme for all frames and the "basic" FGS scheme, the best tradeoff between high performance gain at high bit rates and reduced drift at low bit rates can be achieved. Based on the previously described analysis, it can be determined that MC-FGS should be employed only for sequences with a high temporal correlation. For these sequences, the coding penalty for FGS is high, and employing MC can significantly improve the coding efficiency. Moreover, since the sequences exhibit high temporal correlation, temporal error-concealment techniques become more efficient, and thus, the reduced resilience of MC-FGS is of lesser importance, since it can be compensated by efficient concealment. Furthermore, for these sequences, the prediction drift introduced at lower bit rates is also less visible. For sequences with low temporal correlation, MC-FGS is not necessary because the temporal correlation has already been exploited at the base-layer level and the FGS coding penalty is very limited. Hence, the tradeoff between the FGS and MC-FGS structures can be made dependent on the temporal correlation of the sequence to be coded.
From a complexity perspective, two-loop MC-FGS is the most complex, followed by single-loop MC-FGS as depicted by Fig. 7 , where the complexity is expressed as the number of frames that can be decoded using the various structures on a 300-MHz Pentium PC. 8 Thus, depending on the mobile-ter- minal's capabilities, different streams can be transmitted for optimal performance. Also, from Fig. 7 it can be established that FGS structures exhibit complexity scalability as well as bit-rate scalability, i.e., the decoding complexity decreases with the transmitted bit rate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a new adaptive MC-FGS coding scheme that is able to fulfill the "Anywhere, Anytime, and Anyone" wireless transmission paradigm, due to its ability to adapt to large variations in network characteristics and to the resource heterogeneity between devices. The proposed scheme adapts among the basic FGS structure and two novel MC-FGS approaches based on the sequence characteristics, network characteristics and device capabilities and is thereby able to achieve a large gain in coding efficiency (up to 2-dB improvement in quality) compared with the basic FGS scheme. The proposed MC-FGS coding structures obtain an improved coding efficiency by introducing MC within the FGS EL. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the performances of the proposed MC-FGS schemes could be further improved by employing more sophisticated rate-control mechanisms. Alternatively, the results can also be improved by switching between the various AMC-FGS structures on a macroblock basis, rather than on a frame level. For instance, in [18] it has been shown that the performance of PFGS can be improved if the references used for prediction in the EL are selectively determined on a macroblock basis. Nevertheless, switching at the macroblock level requires transmitting the prediction structure for each macroblock unless the decision can be solely based on base-layer information known at both the encoder and decoder before the transmission of the FGS EL. Also, switching the prediction structure at the macroblock level increases the complexity of the AMC-FGS structure significantly. Moreover, the macroblock-adaptive decision mechanism leads to a (significantly) more complex encoder. The adaptive MC-FGS scheme provides increased flexibility in customizing the FGS framework for a particular application. For example, with the addition of these MC-FGS structures, tradeoffs can be easily made between coding efficiency, robustness to packet-losses and computational complexity. For improved coding gain, single-loop MC-FGS for all frames can be used for higher bandwidth wireless transmission to "thin" clients. Alternatively, for low-bandwidth wireless channels, either the basic FGS or the two-loop MC-FGS scheme for frames can be employed depending on the sequence characteristics and device capabilities.
The adaptive MC-FGS framework has several advantages for wireless transmission besides the adaptation to bandwidth variations, robustness to losses in the wireless channel and complexity scalability to the various mobile devices. 1) Adaptive QoS Management: For video applications like real-time video streaming and video-conferencing, a very strict set of QoS requirements needs to be satisfied. Hence, a certain QoS level needs to be negotiated for each individual session (connection), called a service level agreement (SLA). A certain SLA can define service parameters like precedence, reliability, delay and throughput [19] . Using these SLA parameters, the mobile terminal (MT) negotiates a specific SLA with the network, or chooses from a set of available SLAs when initiating the session. However, any number of conditions can cause the network to be unable to meet the QoS agreement. These conditions are primarily the prevailing channel conditions, mobility and transmission conditions that are external to the wireless network (i.e., congestion within the Internet when trying to access multimedia data). This is in sharp contrast with traditional distributed applications, where a stable presence and a consistently high network quality are possible. Hence, an unqualified QoS guarantee is impossible, and it is thus the variation in QoS that forms the difference between wireless and wired networks. This implies that for wireless networks, adaptive QoS management that specifies a range of acceptable QoS (SLAs) rather than trying to guarantee specific values is more suitable.
The previously mentioned QoS functions can be supported very easily by the adaptive MC-FGS framework that allows for prioritized transmission, different levels of resilience, different throughputs, etc. For instance, by switching between the "basic" FGS and the single-loop MC-FGS for all frames, an increased robustness to losses can be easily traded-off against a higher coding efficiency at higher bit rates. Hence, FGS is able to cooperate with the QoS management over wireless networks to support adaptation, thereby achieving a higher video transmission quality over wireless channels.
2) "Scalable" Proxy Caching Strategies. In the wireless network, caches are necessary at various intermediate nodes (proxies) to guarantee the negotiated QoS for a certain payload flow. For instance, caches containing "high-priority" (i.e., base-layer) packets can be employed to ensure that if data is lost e.g., due to environmental conditions, it can be retransmitted from these intermediate nodes instead of from the source, thereby reducing the end-to-end delay.
In the current implementation, if these caches overflow, the entire cache content is preempted. If adaptive MC-FGS is used, various priorities can be assigned to each packet according to its contribution to the visual quality (ranging from base-layer packets to "extended" base-layer packets to nonmotion compensated EL packets containing the less significant bitplanes). Consequently, for effective cache management, the stored packets can be discarded depending on their priority or time-dependencies (e.g., whenever the presentation time of that packet has passed). 3) Adaptive Channel Adaptation/Allocation. In wireless transmission, a different number of channels can be allocated to the same MT, depending for instance, on the number of MTs within the wireless cell. Adaptive MC-FGS bitstreams can be easily partitioned into prioritized sub-streams (classes) that contribute incrementally to the resultant visual quality. These sub-streams can then be transmitted through various "traffic" channels, with various QoS guarantees. Hence, as the number of channels allocated to an MT varies dynamically, the number of sub-streams transmitted to it is smoothly and instantaneously adapted. Such an adaptation cannot be achieved with nonscalable coding schemes, since the data cannot be easily partitioned into a number of discrete sub-streams whose transmission is decided "on the fly" depending on the available number of traffic channels. Furthermore, employing adaptive MC-FGS allows for easy admission control whenever a new MT enters a cell, while preserving the SLA of the existing MTs. In this case, easy joint-quality control can be performed among the various video data streams that are transmitted to the various MTs within a cell, such that the quality of the previously existing MTs is degraded gracefully as a result of admitting a new data flow. Moreover, in this manner, various priorities can be assigned to different application classes. For instance, a higher priority should be assigned to a normal phone call than to multimedia streaming. Thus, the video coding scheme employed for multimedia streaming needs to be able to adapt on-the-fly to bandwidth variations that are necessary in order to accommodate the bandwidth required for the higher priority applications.
APPENDIX FGS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
While providing high flexibility in adapting to bandwidth variations and robustness to packet-losses, the "basic" FGS scheme is less efficient than a nonscalable coder operating at the same transmission bit rate [8] . To illustrate this, in Fig. 8 , we plotted the performance of MPEG-4 FGS and nonscalable coding for several well-known video test sequences-Foreman, Coastguard, Mobile, Akiyo, Stefan-at CIF-resolution and 10 Hz. 9 Also, a longer sequence from a television broadcast-TV_seq-that contains several scene cuts has been added to the test set to represent "typical" content.
From Fig. 8 , it can be established that the coding penalty (i.e., difference in PSNR) between MPEG-4 nonscalable coding and the MPEG-4 FGS coding (i.e., "basic" FGS structure) varies depending on the characteristics of the coded content. The explanation for these results resides in the intrinsic characteristics of the FGS framework: a limited temporal correlation (e.g., in high-motion sequences) can be easily eliminated by a base-layer coded at a low bit rate, leading to very limited coding penalty for "basic" FGS. However, for sequences with high temporal correlation, a low bit-rate base-layer cannot fully exploit this correlation, as can be seen for the Mobile sequence. In this case, a higher base-layer bit rate is necessary to reduce the "basic" FGS coding penalty as can be seen from Fig. 9. (Consequently, to improve the FGS performance for such sequences, the single-loop MC-FGS structure can be employed that results in a higher "extended" base-layer bit rate.)
Subsequently, we study the correspondence between the FGS coding efficiency penalty and the temporal correlation within the FGS EL in more detail. We compute the TCC, which measures the correlation coefficient between the current EL frame and the motion-compensated reference EL frame that is used as a predictor for the current frame. TCC can be determined at encoding time either in real-time or off-line, by using where absolute value function; , width and height of the frame/image, respectively; current EL frame; average pixel value of ; motion-compensated reference EL frame for ; average pixel value of . Fig. 10 plots the values of TCC for each frame of the various video sequences. 10 By comparing the EL temporal correlation for a certain frame in Fig. 10 with the coding efficiency penalty for that particular frame between the "basic" FGS and the nonscalable coders in Fig. 9 , the following conclusions can be drawn.
1) If the temporal correlation coefficient is below a certain threshold, e.g., 0.4, then FGS can outperform the nonscalable coder performance. This is because there is no advantage associated with employing MC for higher frequencies, and because the FGS entropy coder is more efficient than the nonscalable (run, amplitude) entropy coder for the compression of the high frequency SNR residual signal. Examples where FGS outperforms the nonscalable coder are the scene change in the Foreman sequence, the high-motion scene in the TV_seq sequence, etc.). 2) Low-motion sequences have high TCCs, leading to a large coding penalty gap between FGS and the nonscalable coder. Another interesting observation can be made from Fig. 11 , where the temporal correlation for the "Mobile" sequence at several bit rates is portrayed. From Fig. 11 , it can be seen that, as expected, the temporal correlation between frames decreases with increasing bit rate. This also explains why the quality difference between the nonscalable coder and FGS decreases if a higher base-layer bit rate is employed for FGS. Hence, the FGS coding penalty is high only for low-motion sequences and it is caused by a reduced exploitation of the temporal correlation within the sequence.
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